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Disclaimer

The information contained in this handbook is accurate as of August 8, 2022 but may be subject to change. CROW reserves the right to amend,
modify or cancel policies and other material as published in this handbook. CROW will endeavor to inform students of any such changes with
reasonable notice.

Welcome
The Clinic for the Care and Rehabilitation of Wildlife (CROW) would like welcome you to our student program! During
your program you will take an active role in providing care, rehabilitation, and release of some of the over 200 animal
species we care for annually. You will study the most recent approaches to veterinary medicine. You will be working with
experienced staff veterinarians and specialists, along with other students and volunteers to help us achieve our mission.

Message from Executive Director
As Executive Director, I would like to take this
opportunity to personally welcome you to CROW! We
are excited to have you become a member of the
dedicated CROW team made up of staff, volunteers and
students. All of us work together to support our mission
of saving wildlife through state-of-the-art veterinary
care, research, education and conservation medicine.
Thank you for choosing to share your talents,
experiences, and time at our renowned Wildlife
Rehabilitation Center. I look forward to meeting you
during your stay with us. Please make sure you say
“hello” to me when I’m down visiting the hospital!
Enjoy your stay!
• Alison Charney Hussey
Executive Director
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Important Contact Information
On occasion you may need to contact CROW staff with general questions.
The table below provides contact information to be used if you encounter a problem or have other questions.

Name

Title

Office Number

Dr. Robin Bast

Staff Veterinarian

239-472-3644
rbast@crowclinic.org
X225

Questions on patient care, hospital
procedures, staffing, externs.

Jenna Antill

Hospital Office &
Admissions Manager

239-472-3644
jantill@crowclinic.org
x 222

To get a message to someone at
the hospital or hospital policies.
Hospital volunteer schedule changes
or absences.

Becca Wehmeier

Hospital Training
Coordinator

239-472-3644
bwehmeier@crowclinic.org
X 234

Information of student programs

Breanna Frankel

Rehab Manager

239-472-3644
bfrankel@crowclinic.org
X223

Questions about wildlife rehabilitation

Haillie Mesics

Public Relations &
Marketing Manager

239-472-3644
hmesics@crowclinic.org
X 230

All media, public relations, and web site
questions.

Rachel Taylor

Education & Outreach 239-472-3644
rtaylor@crowclinic.org
Coordinator
x 228

Michelle Menendez Operations Manager

Email

239-472-3644
mmenendez@crowclinic.org
X 231

Pam Stoike

VEC & Gift Shop
239-472-3644
Associate &
pstoike@crowclinic.org
X 229
Volunteer Coordinator

Gina Cunningham

VEC & Gift Shop
Associate

Randy Rainbolt

Facilities &
Grounds Mgr.

239-472-3644 gcunningham@crowclinic.org
X 229

randy@crowclinic.org

Use

Information on educational programs,
community events or visitor education
center.
General CROW information/issues.
General questions or concerns regarding
student applications.
Registration for programs, info about
gift shop or visitor center. General
questions
or concerns regarding Volunteer
applications.
Registration for programs, info about
gift shop or visitor center.

Building and grounds concerns or
emergencies.
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Mission Statement
The Clinic for the Rehabilitation of Wildlife (CROW) is a teaching hospital and visitor center dedicated to saving wildlife
through state-of-the-art veterinary care, research, education, and conservation medicine.

Slogan
Saving Wildlife Through Care, Education, and Collaboration

Who We Are
CROW operates as a wildlife veterinary hospital and rehabilitation center, conducts clinical research, holds educational
and outreach programs, and educates the public at our hospital and visitor education center on a 12.5-acre campus on
Sanibel Island, Florida. We have several “critter cams” on-site that feed into the visitor education center to help the
public see what is going on. Additionally, we have several animal ambassadors (patients that cannot be released due to
injury) that we use in presentations occasionally in the visitor education center or at special events. The organization’s
primary mission is the rescue, care, rehabilitation, and eventual release back to the wild of sick, injured and orphaned
wildlife.
Conservation medicine is a relatively new field that uses an interdisciplinary approach to study the relationship between
ecological, human and animal health. As one of the world’s leading wildlife rehabilitation centers, CROW has a
responsibility to use the knowledge gained in its hospital to advance wildlife medicine and the “one world, one health”
concept. CROW is striving to put the information gained from seeing such a large and diverse patient load by improving
the health of the environment, humans, and our pets, through a better knowledge of wildlife health. CROW works
cooperatively with several scientists and doctors at local, state and national institutions to reach this goal. Furthermore,
our clinical research improves the medical and surgical care of wildlife here at CROW, while advancing wildlife medicine
throughout the world. Our research is benevolent “clinical” research, meaning we are collecting information in the
normal course of diagnosis and treatment. No animals are harmed in the name of research at CROW.

Incorporation/Operation
The organization incorporated as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit in 1972. A board of directors gives oversight on strategic and
budgetary planning and a paid staff performs and oversees daily operations. Students, interns, fellows, and volunteers
are integral in this aspect. CROW receives no federal, state, or local funding. Our funds come from memberships, private
donations, grants, gift shop profits, the educational programs we offer, fundraising events and foundation support.

Patients
CROW provides treatment for sick, injured, and orphaned wildlife throughout Lee County and sometimes beyond.
Animals are brought in by people who find and rescue them, through volunteers we send out to rescue them and/or
they are picked up by volunteers at our drop-off facilities located throughout Lee County.
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History of CROW
1968: Sanibel Island resident Shirley Walter came across a royal tern injured by a car. Finding no local services that could
offer treatment, Walter carried the bird home. She shared the story with friends, and before long, a group of volunteers
came together to form CROW. Five hundred distress calls came in that first year alone, many answered by the late
veterinarian, Dr. Phyllis Douglass.
1972-1973: The organization incorporated as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit in 1972 and received its IRS exemption in 1973.
1985: A demand for services led to the start of the Volunteer Emergency Rescue & Transport (VERT) program.
Late 1980s: The late 1980s saw more exciting growth, with the launch of the student extern program, the hiring of the
organizations first staff veterinarian and the installation of x-ray and surgical equipment.
1992: Building of the original Robert E. Schneider Education Pavilion. New daily educational programs were also put in
place in the early part of the decade.
1996: Veterinary Internship program began accepting students
1998: CROW’s Fellowship program began accepting students
2006: New 3,700-square-foot George E. Batchelor Student Housing Complex, with three fully-furnished apartments,
began welcoming residents. These suite apartments can house up to twelve people at a time.
2009: CROW celebrated its 40th anniversary with the opening of a new 4,800-square-foot veterinary hospital and the
Visitor Education Center. The education facility serves as a venue for innovative visitor displays, interactive exhibits, live
patient videos, wildlife presentations and special events. Proceeds from an on-site gift store benefit patient care.
Nearby, the state-of-the-art hospital includes diet preparation areas, a laundry room, reptile room, pediatric ward and
surgery room with a viewing window.
2010: Newly renovated sea turtle facilities unveiled and a new e-newsletter and website that more fully highlight the
range of educational programs and services offered were launched.
2013: CROW received recognition and first place distinction from the EPA’s Gulf of Mexico Program. CROW won the
award for its role in protecting and caring for wildlife native to the Gulf region and toward achieving and preserving
health and resilient coasts in the states bordering the Gulf of Mexico.
2018: CROW celebrated it’s 50th year of serving wildlife and the patients were numerous due to the worst Red Tide
incident in decades. Efforts were recognized and celebrated by the public and media – CROW won the Chrysalis EcoInnovation Award and was a finalist for the NewsPress Hero of the Year recognition.
2019: CROW admitted and treated over 5,000 patients. Newly built animal ambassador cages were unveiled.
2020: CROW admitted and treated over 6,000 patients.
Today, CROW continues to grow- expanding its research and conservations programs, and
initiating and participating in wildlife educational camps
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CROW Facilities & Campus Map
Visitor Education Center
CROW’s Visitor Education Center is
designed to connect audiences with wildlife
in our care while maintaining their privacy.
Approximately 15,000 people go through
the center a year. The 2,400 square foot
building is a self-guided tour that centers
around the process for our patients from
admittance to release. Exhibits include a
timeline of CROW’s history, patient rescue
stories, diagnostic testing and treatment
methods, and games and quizzes – some
with touch screen profiles. Live feed
cameras into the patient intake/exam room,
raccoon enclosure, pelican enclosure and
surgery suite are featured on one wall.
Presentations are offered daily on a variety
of topics and each week one of our animal
ambassadors is featured.
Hospital
CROW’s wildlife hospital features state-ofthe-art facilities allowing for the efficient
and effective care of its wildlife patients.
The 4,800 sq. ft. hospital opened in 2009
and features two examination rooms, 3 ICU
rooms, surgery suite, radiography and
laboratory area, 72 multifunctional indoor
cages, 4 oxygen chambers, 12 incubators for
infant patients, 7 bathtubs each with a
privacy curtain, a reptile room with its own
temperature and humidity control, 3 sea
turtle pools, isolation room, laundry room,
and 2 kitchens.

Outdoor Enclosures
1: Boyd Aviary
2: Shorebird
3: Osprey
4: Roberts Multipurpose
5: Pelican
6: Animal Ambassador Enclosure

7: Small Flight
8: Sea Turtle Complex
9: Mammal Complex
10: Woods Mammal
11: Otter
12: Squirrel

13: Burrowing Owl
14: Large Flight
15: Cannon
16: DIVI Stilts
17: Carnivore
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Philosophy of the Student Program
The general purposes of the student program are:
• To educate students in the proper techniques of wildlife rescue, recovery and release.
• To inform students of conservation medicine and the importance of wildlife medicine in the One World, One
Health concept.
• To assist the staff in the everyday operation of CROW.
• To assist CROW with its public outreach and education programs.
Students must be a minimum of 18 years of age. Programs are designed to augment the educational pursuits of natural
science, veterinary medicine, and veterinary technician students. All positions require an application with letter of
intent, resume, school transcripts and professional references. Training is “on the job”.

What you can expect of us:
•

•
•
•
•

A positive experience:
-Support and effort of CROW to make your experience educational, satisfying and rewarding.
-Opportunities to expand your knowledge and skills in a variety of wildlife care and rehabilitation areas.
-A fair and safe work environment.
Non-discrimination in recruitment, selection, training, rewards or duties assigned, regardless of race, religion,
national origin, age (over 18 required), gender, marital status, or handicap, providing it does not prevent
performance of the assigned work.
Orientation and training for the safe and successful performance of duties.
Support from the Staff Veterinarian and Hospital Training Coordinator to resolve conflicts between you and a
staff member, volunteer, or other student.
Courteous treatment by CROW employees.

Student Expectations and Duties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All accepted students are required to have their COVID-19 vaccination and provide documentation.
Students are very important members of our team. We expect our students to honor their commitment in full.
The work of any wildlife hospital and rehabilitation center is labor intensive.
Honesty and openness with staff regarding individual intent, goals, needs and skills is essential, so that a good
rapport is possible, and student gets the best educational opportunity.
Student will work at least 5 days out of the week. Students routinely work 40 to 60 hours per week.
A serious, professional commitment which views the position as valid and important.
The same level of attention and effort to routine husbandry, such as cleaning and feeding, as the student gives to
medical/surgical care.
Initiative and proactively helping staff provide patients with needed care and facilities with necessary
maintenance.
Awareness and abidance of the policies and procedures of CROW.
Promptness and reliability in reporting for work.
Dress in an appropriate and professional manner for the position assigned.
Give accurate information to the public and respect the confidentially of CROW.
Respect the wild nature of our patients and make every effort to give them privacy and a calm, quiet
environment in which to heal.
All students work in the neonatal room as those patients require constant care and attention.
Generally, each extern and fellowship category perform the same duties, however, more emphasis is placed on
rehabilitation with the undergraduate and fellowship students, and more emphasis on clinical procedures with
the veterinary technician and veterinary medicine students.
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Student Schedule Expectations and Duties:
o

o

o

o

o

Upstairs
▪ Assist in ICU treatments under the direction of hospital staff
▪ Drawing up and administering medications
▪ Diet and husbandry preparation
▪ Properly restrain and handle variety of species for treatments
▪ Enter in daily treatment log into WRMD database for all ICU patients
▪ Assist veterinarians with daily vet checks for patients (radiology, blood work, neuro exam, eye
exam, fecal, bandage change, wound care, etc.)
▪ Complete daily cleaning protocols
▪ Participate in late rehab/ICU feeds when instructed to by staff
▪ Assist in other areas of the hospital during treatment gaps throughout the day
Intakes
▪ Same duties as “Upstairs”
▪ Assist hospital staff admit new patients
▪ Properly restrain and handle variety of species for initial exams
▪ Assist hospital staff with euthanasia (under supervision of staff/DVMs)
▪ Administer initial treatments to new patients under the direction of hospital staff
▪ Updating intake board to track all new patients admitted
▪ Create treatment charts for all new patients
▪ Enter all new patient’s intake exam and disposition information into WRMD database
▪ Participate in late rehab/ICU feeds when instructed to by staff
▪ Assist in other areas of the hospital during treatment gaps throughout the day
Upstairs (intakes backup)
▪ Same duties as “Upstairs”
▪ Same duties as “Intakes” – only as needed due to patient load
▪ Remove all items used to transport animals to CROW from the exam room after triage occurs
▪ Assist intake student with making charts and entering in intake exam / disposition information
into WRMD database
▪ Transport all new patients to the appropriate location within the hospital after triage occurs in
Exam Room 1 (ex: baby room, reptile room, rehab, ICU, etc.)
▪ Participate in late rehab/ICU feeds when instructed to by staff
▪ Assist in other areas of the hospital during treatment gaps throughout the day
Hospital (help all areas)
▪ Start work within the area of the hospital needing the most assistance
▪ Rotate through all baby rooms, laundry room, rehab, and ICU throughout the day and assist with
treatments, feedings, cleaning, etc. as you are most needed.
▪ Complete daily cleaning protocols
▪ Participate in late rehab/ICU feeds when instructed to by staff
▪ Assist in other areas of the hospital during treatment gaps throughout the day
BBR (baby bird / squirrel room)
▪ Participate in daily weighing, cleaning, and feeding of all baby room patients
▪ Create all feeding schedules for neonate patients based on protocols for each species
▪ Oversee BBR (baby room) volunteers and ensure they are following all rules and protocols
▪ Drawing up and administering medications
▪ Diet and husbandry preparation
▪ Properly restrain and handle variety of songbird species and neonate squirrels for treatments
(dependent on baby season)
▪ Enter in daily treatment log into WRMD database for all baby room patients
▪ Complete daily cleaning protocols
▪ Participate in late rehab/ICU feeds when instructed to by staff

▪

Assist in other areas of the hospital during treatment gaps throughout the day
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o

o

o

DIVI (baby opossum room)
▪ Participate in daily weighing, cleaning, and feeding of all baby opossum patients
▪ Create all feeding schedules for neonate patients based on protocols
▪ Drawing up and administering medications
▪ Diet and husbandry preparation
▪ Properly restrain and handle juvenile and neonate opossums for treatments
▪ Enter in daily treatment log into WRMD database for all DIVI room patients
▪ Complete all outside baby bird room feeds based on protocols (dependent on season)
▪ Complete all baby room dove feeds based on protocols (dependent on patient load)
▪ Complete daily cleaning protocols
▪ Participate in late rehab/ICU feeds when instructed to by staff
▪ Assist in other areas of the hospital during treatment gaps throughout the day
Raccoon (baby raccoon room)
▪ Participate in daily weighing, cleaning, and feeding of all baby raccoon patients
▪ Create all feeding schedules for neonate patients based on protocols
▪ Drawing up and administering medications
▪ Diet and husbandry preparation
▪ Properly restrain and handle juvenile and neonate raccoons for treatments
▪ Enter in daily treatment log into WRMD database for all baby raccoon patients
▪ Complete daily cleaning protocols
▪ Participate in late rehab/ICU feeds when instructed to by staff
▪ Assist in other areas of the hospital during treatment gaps throughout the day
Outside (help rehab – FELLOWSHIP STUDENTS ONLY)
▪ Participate in daily weighing, cleaning, and feeding of all rehab, reptile, and outdoor patients
▪ Follow feeding schedules for patients based on protocols
▪ Drawing up and administering medications
▪ Diet and husbandry preparation
▪ Properly restrain and handle variety of mammal, avian, and reptile species for treatments
▪ Complete daily cleaning and deep cleaning protocols for all outdoor enclosures
▪ Complete daily cleaning protocols for rehab rooms inside the hospital
▪ Oversee and assist with laundry and dishes downstairs
▪ Assist in daily care and enrichment of educational ambassador animals under the direction of
rehab staff
▪ Assist in daily outdoor grazing of all tortoise patients in care
▪ Assist in gathering daily foliage enrichment for outdoor patients
▪ Participate in late rehab/ICU feeds when instructed to by staff
▪ Assist in other areas of the hospital during treatment gaps throughout the day

Student Training Schedule
•
•
•
•

Your first week will be starting upstairs working in ICU and with our doctors, technicians, and hospital staff. Your
weekend ‘off’ days may be different your first week to get you onto our hospital schedule rotation, but will then
be set to your two consecutive off days weekly (vet students may be if your program is less than 4 weeks).
After training in the ICU you will then rotate through our three baby rooms. Baby room schedules and species
seen will be dependent on the time of year.
Training in our baby rooms will be over the course of two days with the first day being paired with a staff
member and the second day being the student assigned to the room.
Fellowship students will additionally train outside with our rehab staff and will then have assigned one
scheduled outside day each week. Undergraduate students could work outside with rehab, but they will need to
discuss their interest with the Hospital Training Coordinator first.
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General
Each year CROW accepts veterinary and pre-veterinary students from all over the world. Who are our students?
• Externs: (Approx 40-45 students/yr based upon housing availability) Anyone with an interest in wildlife and
conservation medicine and rehabilitation, especially students that are in or applying to vet or vet tech school.
Also, undergraduates with an interest in natural or biological sciences.
• Fellows: 6-month term. Students that are pursuing a career in wildlife rehabilitation or applying to vet school.
• Interns: 1-year term for fully qualified veterinarians. Once graduated, DVMs may pursue specialized training in
wildlife and conservation medicine. The first step on the path to board certification is to complete a year-long
internship. All DVM Internship applications are conducted through the VIRMP.

Student Fees & Stipends
•
•

•

Non-refundable $125 Program Fee for all students
Non-refundable $75 per week on-site Housing Fee
o Housing fees will be reimbursed for the following reasons only:
▪ to students who have been terminated from their program for the remaining weeks they will not
be living in student housing. Example: Terminated during week 9 of your 16-week program, only
the remaining 7 weeks would be reimbursed.
▪ to any student who has already paid for their student housing but ends up not being able to
come to CROW and start their program with us.
o Housing fees will NOT be reimbursed for any other reason.
Fellowship students receive a bi-weekly $150 stipend and do not pay for on-site housing. Fellows also receive 3
PTO days during their 6-month term.

Learning Opportunities
CROW’s hospital facility operates as a teaching hospital where students learn all aspects of conservation and wildlife
medicine and rehabilitation. The hospital is open for patient admissions every day of the year from 8:00am – 5:00pm.
• Evidence-based medicine is used and taught to treat a variety of illnesses and injuries.
• Students cycle through all areas of the hospital on a regular basis. They will work with our 4 veterinarians (2
staff, 2 DVM interns), 3 certified veterinary technicians, 4 wildlife rehabilitators, and several other staff,
students, and volunteers.
• Case-based rounds are held on Wednesday from 8:00am – 9:00am, and didactic/journal club rounds are held on
Tuesdays and Thursdays during lunch. Impromptu teaching rounds may occur on a weekly basis during periods
of the day when ICU treatments are not occurring.
• Student’s programs are tailored to their individual interests and capabilities. For example, a senior veterinary
student may be given more responsibility in examining patients, interpreting diagnostic tests, and coming up
with treatment regimes. They may also be invited to perform surgery under the direct supervision of the
veterinarians.
• Please notify hospital staff what you are most looking
forward to learning or specific skills you would like to
practice (within reason).
o We cannot guarantee what patients we may have
during your program nor specific treatments (ex:
wanting to participate in a tortoise shell repair
surgery, but we may not have any patients needing
that surgery during your time at CROW, etc.)
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Student Program Descriptions
Undergraduate and Fellowship Students - participate in daily hospital and rehabilitation center activities with a focus on
care of orphans and general husbandry. Daily activities include observation, handling, restraint, and physical
examination of various wildlife species, nutritional management for wildlife patients, feeding and care of orphaned
babies, maintenance and cleanliness of outdoor enclosures and hospital cages with emphasis on stress reduction,
disease control and enrichment. They also participate in ongoing clinical research and give Education Center
presentations to the public. They participate in weekly didactic and case rounds.
Dependent on case load, they may observe physical exams and concurrent diagnostics, observe wildlife anesthesia and
surgery, and take first responder calls and admit patients. They may participate with the rescue and release of various
species as available.
Veterinary Technician and Veterinary Medicine Students - participate in daily hospital and rehabilitation center
activities with a focus on providing medical treatments and care to patients in critical care. Daily activities include giving
all the medical treatments to patients, caring for neonatal wildlife (including assisted alimentation), surgery,
administering anesthesia, learning to do venipuncture in a variety of species, giving parenteral and oral medications and
fluids, admitting emergent wildlife patients and performing physical exams, taking (or reading) radiographs and reading
cytology slides, learning routine husbandry, rescuing and releasing wildlife as available. They participate in ongoing
clinical research and give Education Center presentations to the public. They participate in weekly didactic and case
rounds. They also help with feeding, cleaning, environmental enrichment, and patient welfare. Veterinary students in
their final year of veterinary school may get primary case responsibility and may also perform surgical procedures.
Presentations in the Visitor Education Center
Students are required to present at least one lecture on a conservation medicine or wildlife rehabilitation issue in
CROW’s Visitor Education Center. Prior attendance at a presentation and coaching from our Education Program
Coordinator is required. Copies of the schedule of presenters for the month are posted in housing and in the hospital.
Events and Educational Programming
Students are invited to participate in events and programs that that promote awareness of CROW and/or help us with
raising funds. This participation is usually not mandatory, but students often feel it is a “fun” way to help CROW if their
work schedule allows. Events vary and occur throughout the year.
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Policies and Procedures
CROW is a nonprofit organization committed to saving lives through compassion, care, and education. Participation in
CROW’s student program is subject to the observance of our organization’s rules and procedures.
At Will
Becoming a student at CROW in no way creates an employment relationship unless you are accepted as a DVM intern.
Fellowship and internship students will receive their respective bi-weekly stipend. Students are not covered by worker’s
compensation.
Public Interface
As a student, you are a representative of CROW. It is important that you understand and support CROW’s mission and
policies and maintain a courteous, supportive attitude when discussing or explaining CROW to the public. Questions
from media sources are to be handled solely by the Public Relations & Marketing Manager or Executive Director.
Non- Disclosure/Confidentiality Agreement
It is the policy of CROW that all information concerning any current, past, or potential CROW patient or employee is
considered confidential, whether it be written, spoken, or otherwise communicated or obtained. Please refer to the
Non-Disclosure/Confidentiality agreement in your acceptance packet for more information.
Acknowledgement and Release of Liability
You were required to sign an Acknowledgement and Release of Liability at the time of acceptance. This releases CROW
from responsibility in the event of an accident or injury on all CROW-related activities. Please feel free to express your
concerns about undertaking any assignment and/or if you notice any unsafe situations.
Zoonotic Diseases
Diseases contracted by humans from animals (zoonoses) should be a continuous concern for everyone involved in
animal care. Most zoonotic disease risks that may be encountered at CROW can be eliminated or greatly minimized by
two things: common sense and good hygiene. Food and drink is prohibited in ANY patient care area. Wash hands
thoroughly and often – this includes after handling each patient, between groups of babies, after cleaning a cage, etc.
No open-toed or open-sided shoes are allowed while administering patient care. If bitten, wash area thoroughly and
notify a staff veterinarian immediately.
Immunizations required are up to date/current tetanus and the rabies pre-exposure series.
Code of Conduct
The activities outlined below are strictly prohibited. Any student who engages in any of these behaviors is subject to
discipline, up to and including termination and dismissal from the student program.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abusive language toward staff members, students, volunteers or the public.
Discourtesy or rudeness to any individual or group.
Verbal, physical or visual harassment of another individual or group.
Actual, threatened or implied violence toward any individual or group.
Conduct endangering the safety, well-being or health of others.
Bullying or taking unfair advantage of any individual.
Failure to cooperate with the staff.
Possession of or use of alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs on CROW property, or, reporting to CROW while
under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol.
Bringing dangerous or unauthorized materials onto CROW property. These include firearms, explosives, other
weapons or similar, potentially dangerous items.
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Disputes
Disputes may arise whenever people work together. Conflicts can result from differences of understanding, whether
between supervisors and students, students and volunteers, or among students. We prefer that disputes be resolved
informally in the immediate work area; however, some conflicts cannot be resolved easily or without assistance. If this is
the case, contact the Staff Veterinarian and Hospital Training Coordinator, who will work with you and the other party(s)
to reach a resolution.
Dress Code
CROW is an organization that maintains a professional work environment and strives to maintain a positive public image.
Students are often on camera in the Visitor Education Center while working at the clinic and have increased interaction
with donors, outside groups and news agencies. Accordingly, established standards of dress and appearance are
essential. These rules are:
o Name badge and CROW scrub top, along with proper shorts or pants must be worn whenever at work.
o Appropriate CROW scrub top
o Acceptable bottoms are navy blue or khaki knee length shorts or pants, or any color scrub pants. No
jeans, skirts, basketball shorts, jean shorts, ect. are allowed.
• Clothing should always be clean and mended, free of tears and holes. It is understood that anyone working
directly with patients or cleaning materials will acquire stains. This is part of the job and acceptable.
• Rubber soled, closed shoes or sneakers should be worn at all times while working with patients. Open toes,
sandals and flip-flops are not permitted in the hospital or grounds areas.
• High top, sturdy “hiking boot” type of shoes are recommended for working outdoors around the enclosures.
• Avoid wearing jewelry that could be entangled, pulled, swallowed or grabbed by an animal. Examples include
dangling earrings, necklaces, large rings, loose bracelets, and visible dermal implants.
• No excessive perfumes, colognes or other strong scents (e.g. soaps, powders, oils).
When representing CROW at public events or as a presenter in the visitor education center, please wear work clothes
that are clean and free from holes, tears, or excessive stains along with your name badge.
Use of Electronic Devices on Hospital Property
CROW is a wildlife hospital where great focus and attention to detail is critical in performing all job functions. To avoid
unnecessary distractions and noise while working in patient and office areas, refrain from carrying personal electronic
devices (cell phones, ipods, mp3 players, etc.) If a situation requires you to carry your cell phone, please inform the
Staff Veterinarian or Hospital Training Coordinator and ensure it is placed on silent or vibrate only. Additionally, CROW’s
office computers are limited to CROW business use only.
Wildlife Photo Policy
Wildlife in our care is not on exhibit; they are patients receiving treatment. CROW has a special license to take
photographs for use in and with our educational media, and are the exclusive property of CROW. For all patients,
regardless of the current stage of their capture, transport, admission, examination, treatment or release: PHOTOS are
prohibited other than for use exclusively in the official record.
In certain instances, for educational purposes, approval may be given for photos or video to be taken. These photos will
be focused on the patient, with limited view – if any – of the handler. No animal may be removed from a cage or
enclosure, or disturbed in any way in order to obtain photographs or video. Copies of everything must be submitted to
the Marketing Manager. Under no circumstance may students post the photos or videos to social media. This includes
Facebook, Twitter, Snap Chat, Instagram, etc. Violations of this Photo Policy may result in immediate dismissal.
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Photo Policy of Students
CROW may take and use photographs of students (externs, fellows & interns) with or without their name and for any
lawful purpose, including, but not limited to, such purposes as publicity, illustration, advertising, and Web content,
without compensation. Furthermore, you consent that such photographs are CROW’s property and they shall have the
right to sell, duplicate, reproduce, and make their lawful uses such photographs as they may desire, free and clear of any
claim whatever on your part.
Hospital Cage and Rehabilitation Enclosure Protocols
Wildlife patients are stressed by human presence. Quiet is always the rule and there may be certain rooms which are
“off limits” or where even whispering is not allowed. Outside patients are in the final stages of rehabilitation. Limiting
human contact is vital for these animals to heal and remain wild. Patients in these enclosures are often the higheststress species or babies we are trying to “wild up”.
Parking & Driving on Campus
Students may park their vehicles next to student housing, behind the Visitor Education Center. Spaces underneath the
Visitor Education Center are reserved for guests. Please drive slowly and carefully around the CROW campus. Be mindful
of people, wildlife, and tortoises that are out grazing in front of the hospital.
Smoking
CROW is a smoke free facility. Smoking is not permitted by anyone anywhere on the CROW property – this includes
cigarettes, cigars, e-cigarettes, vaping, juuls, etc.
Mail
Students may receive mail/packages during their stay at CROW. Mail is delivered to the administrative office and
students are notified upon its arrival, or it is placed in their suite. Standard envelopes can be sent to PO Box 150, Sanibel
Florida, 33957 and packages (other than US Mail) to 3883 Sanibel Captiva Road, Sanibel, FL 33957.
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Student Housing
Housing Suites
•
•

•

Suite A contains one bedroom, one bathroom, and a shared common area which can house up to 2 students. There
is a shared doorway into Suite B.
Suite B contains three bedrooms, two bathrooms, and a shared common area which can house up to 5 students. If a
veterinary intern is living on-site, they will have their own single bedroom in the suite. There is a shared doorway
into Suite A.
Suite C contains three bedrooms, two bathrooms, and a shared common area which can house up to 6 students. If a
veterinary intern is living on-site, they will have their own single bedroom in the suite.

Housing Information
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Students are provided with most furnishings, cooking/eating utensils and general cleaning supplies. The Pre-Arrival
section on the next page lists personal items that students should bring.
Internet access is provided campus–wide, however students need to bring their own laptops. CROW’s
computers are not for personal use.
All bedrooms are supplied with bunk beds, storage dressers, and a closet.
o Certain bedrooms are also furnished with a small table and lamp or tv with basic cable.
o Housing may be co-ed in the common areas, however bedrooms will be separate.
CROW’s housing facility is for students only. Friends and family are not allowed to stay over.
The common area in each suite is the kitchen which contains an oven, stove, microwave, toaster, coffee maker,
refrigerator, sink and cabinets, table and chairs, and a stackable washer and dryer.
Paper goods (toilet paper, paper towels) and laundry detergent are supplied.
Bathrooms have one shower stall, toilet, sink, and cabinets. There is limited space for toiletries.
Since CROW is a non-profit, we rely on private funding for most of our budget. Some of our donors request tours
on short notice. Therefore we require that you keep the housing tidy-looking and refrain from placing/leaving
anything on the porch and railings outside

Cleaning
•
•
•
•

Students are responsible for cleaning their rooms and the common areas of the unit. All suitemates are
expected to follow the housing cleaning list each week.
Students are required to clean up after themselves at all times.
All garbage and recycling should be taken to the dumpster on a daily basis.
Housing walk-throughs are conducted weekly by the Hospital Training Coordinator to ensure cleaning is done,
rules are being followed, and to note any maintenance issues within the suites.
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Student Housing Rules
Overview
•
•
•
•
•

Although students pay towards living on campus, residing in student housing is a privilege, not a right.
It costs CROW more in utilities, taxes, building upkeep and programming charges than what CROW requires of students – with
the balance being subsidized by our donors.
We strive to be good stewards of all of our donations, and to keep the building clean and running efficiently (along with
students’ comfort and safety).

Students will be required to sign-off that they have read, understand and agree to abide by these rules.
CROW reserves the right to remove you from student housing and dismiss you from the program if you disregard
or violate these rules.

Rules & Standards:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

All students need to stay in the specified room as assigned – without exception. Room assignments are predetermined at the time of acceptance, according to arrival and departure dates.
Quiet hours are from 10 pm to 7 am.
No overnight guests and no visitors after 11:30 pm.
No smoking. No exceptions. CROW is a smoke-free facility and that includes the housing and grounds.
No possession of or use of alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs on CROW property, or, reporting to CROW while
under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol. Violation of this rule will result in immediate dismissal and
removal from the CROW property, loss of credit for the student program and immediate notice of such violation
to the sponsoring school or organization.
No dangerous or unauthorized materials onto CROW property. These include firearms, explosives, other
weapons or similar, potentially dangerous items.
No hot plates, open coils, incense, candles, lighters etc. due to fire danger.
Students are required to clean up after themselves at all times and to work together in the upkeep of the
common areas. This means clean counters, floors, tables, dishes, refrigerators, bathrooms, etc.
Common area inspections will be done weekly. Additionally, tours of the property with donors, board and/or
potential students may take place without prior notice.
Bedroom units are to remain clean and tidy with no open food or drink items. Clothing should be put in
hampers or the dressers provided – not on floors.
All garbage and recycling should be taken to the dumpster on a daily basis.
Refrain from placing anything (shoes, boots, etc.) including chairs on the porch outside or drying towels or other
items on the railings. Routine inspections are conducted by the city fire inspector. CROW will be cited for
violations which could result in payment of a fine.
No overnight guests – including students residing off-site, staff or volunteers.
Pets are not allowed in any apartments.
Be sensitive to electricity and water usage. The thermostat for the AC should never be set below 78 degrees
when no one will be in housing.
Keep doors and windows without screens closed to protect from any bugs and/or wandering island species.
Notify the Hospital Training Coordinator if anything in housing is not working or damaged in any way.
If students are to be away from housing overnight, the on-site training intern needs to be advised.

Meals
•
•

Students are responsible for their own meals. There are supermarkets and restaurants within 2 – 3 miles of
CROW, which tend to be a little more expensive than off-island.
Students often make arrangements to go grocery shopping together off-island if someone has a car. Otherwise,
students that are 22 years or older, and can provide proof of insurance, may use the CROW van for grocery
shopping outside of hospital hours (8 am-5 pm).
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Incoming Students
Flying
•
•

Fly into Southwest Florida International Airport in Fort Myers.
If using Island Taxi, you are required to make a reservation ahead of time to pick you up. Please call (239-4724888)
o The ride is billed to CROW at a reduced rate, however you will be required to prepay CROW if you plan
to use this means of getting here. Contact the Hospital Training Coordinator for more information.
o You should still tip the driver a minimum of $10

Driving
•

Check online or use your GPS. Physical address is 3883 Sanibel Captiva Road, Sanibel, FL 33957. You will have to
pay a $6.00 toll to get on the causeway to the island. We advise you to stop at a grocery store before you come
across the causeway as it is much cheaper off-island than on-island.

When to Arrive at CROW?
•
•
•

Your arrival date must be at least one day prior to your accepted start date. You are required to notify the
Hospital Training Coordinator about your arrival plans. If you need to arrive more than 1 day prior to your start
date, please contact the Hospital Training Coordinator to ensure there is housing available.
This allows time to arrive on-site, move into housing, and purchase your groceries.

What to Pack
The following list is to be used as a guideline as to what to bring with you. You may not need everything on the list, and
there may be things not mentioned that you would like to bring. If you are unsure about an item, please contact us.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification, Insurance Cards
Prescription Drugs
Money or credit cards for food, spending
Cell Phone and Computer (laptop)
Alarm clock/clock radio
Sheets (Twin XLong)
Pillow(s) and pillowcases
Blanket(s)
Towels – shower and beach
Flashlight
Small personal fan for bedroom
Refillable Water Bottle
Toiletries & Sunblock
Clothing (see below)

Items you MAY NOT Bring:
• Candles/incense
• Air conditioners or space heaters
• Halogen lights or High intensity light bulbs
• Alcohol & Alcohol Containers
• Hookah/Pipes/Inflammables (any open flame
devices)
• Non-prescription drugs/drug paraphernalia
• Expensive Jewelry
• Guns, Weapons (of any sort), or Ammunition

Clothing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When packing clothing, students should keep in mind the weather and conditions that they will be working in.
Florida, especially in the summer, is very hot and humid.
Standard working attire is CROW scrub tops and khaki or navy knee-length shorts, khaki or navy pants (no jeans),
or any color scrub bottoms, along with closed-toe shoes.
We recommend bringing at least two pairs of shoes and plenty of socks and work bottoms.
A bathrobe, slippers, or shower shoes. Light jackets or sweatshirts for cool evenings in the winter.
Raincoat, rain boots, and umbrella are encouraged.
Hiking or sturdy work boots are encouraged for fellowship students when working outside.
Swimsuit, flip flops, and towel for the beach on your days off
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